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You want to design the next Paul Smith store? Develop
your practical side. Actually, that is unfair.I have been
working with designers Barnard & Wilson for the past 20
years and our relationship is not about to end. They are
designing my new shop in LA right now. But if you are looking to break into this sector you'll want to know what makes
a client huppy and I am huppy because my designers are
great at implementing.I usually come up with the ideas and
they make them happen. We are good at teamwork.
Sadly I don't see much of this teamwork elsewhere in the
retail world. When I completed my store in the heart of
Milanese label land, furniture maker Giulio Cappellini with whom I created the Mondo coilection of furniture in
2oo2 - observed that my shop was the only one in the area
that reflected my character. He was right. My shops express
my personality and my designs - classic with a twist.
The sad truth is that most important shops on the world's
most impoftant streets are losers. They tend to be put up by
society designers who are wet between the ears retail-wise.
Sometimes this is because the client is seduced by the
prestige of big-name archite cts. And sometimes it's because
they have never worked in a shop and so don't know what
works and what doesn't. The other week I visited a new
shop in Italy that had a beige carpet. I was appalled. you can
only imagine what it will look iike in two months' time .
At Paul Smith we tend to be more practical because I am
very clear who pays mywages - the customer. My stores
have rack after rack, shelves with the proper depth and
visible cash desks. And everything is robust. Is it bashproof ? That is what I am forever asking the designers.
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I usually come up with the ideas for my stores but there
was a period in the 19gos, during the prada and Gucci
explosion, when I thought my ideas were looking a little
old-fashioned. That's when I employed architect Sophie
Hicks, a friend who designed the Milan store.
My relationship with Sophie has been very
successful. But I have also had a client-designer
relationship that didn't work out. A couple of years ago, I
hired a practice to do a couple of small concessions in
department stores. I really liked their modernist work
and wanted them to integrate that with my quirky
Englishness. But they just didn't get it. I regret to say this
kind of misunderstanding is very, verynormal. With my
strong design ideas I am probably not a typical client, but
I think all clients want a proper dialogue with their
designers: they want to feel understood.
As a designer, you should always ask yourself this
question: why should anybody employ me? Am I too
similar to my competitors? What is this job really about?
A client is always looking for what you can offer. T?y to
see yourself through their eyes. I

